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announcements
AAAS/Westinghouse Award for Public
Understanding of Science and Technology
The American Association for the Advancement of Science
(AAAS) announces the AAAS/Westinghouse Award for Public
Understanding of Science and Technology. AAAS is inviting
nominations for this new annual award, which is designed
for working scientists and engineers from all disciplines who
make outstanding contributions to public understanding of
science and technology and are not members of the media.
The award, which carries a $2,500.00 prize, will be presented
during the AAAS Annual Meeting in Boston, Massachusetts
during 11-15 February 1988. The deadline for nominations is
15 October 1987. The award is sponsored by the Westinghouse
Electric Fund and the AAAS. Fore more information, contact
Patricia S. Curlin, AAAS Committee of Public Understanding
of Science and Technology, 1333 H Street NW, Washington,
DC 20005, telephone (202) 326-6600.

Neutral Atmosphere Model Available
The newest version of the Mass-Spectrometer-IncoherentScatter model (MSIS-86) is now available from the National
Space Science Data Center. This model will also constitute
the upper part of the internationally recommended COSPAR
International Reference Atmosphere (CIRA-86) following the
decisions made at last year's COSPAR general assembly in
Toulouse, France.
The MSIS model is based on the extensive data compilation
and analysis work of A. E. Hedin and his collaborators. Data
sources for the present model include temperature and density
measurements from several rockets, satellites, and incoherentscatter radars. Since the MSIS-83 model, terms were added or
changed to better represent seasonal variations in the polar
regions under both quiet and magnetically disturbed conditions and local time variations in the magnetic activity effect.
In addition, a new species, atomic nitrogen, was added to the
list of species covered by the model.
The model expects as input the year, day of year, universal
time, altitude, geodetic latitude and longitude, local apparent
solar time, solar F10.7 flux (for previous day and three-month
average), and magnetic Ap index (daily or Ap history for the
last 59 hours). For these conditions the following output
parameters are calculated: number and density of helium,
oxygen, diatomic nitrogen, diatomic oxygen, argon, hydrogen,
1
Notice of registration deadlines for meetings, workshops,
and seminars, deadlines for submission of abstracts or papers
to be presented at meetings, and deadlines for grants, proposals,
awards, nominations, and fellowships must be received at
least three months before deadline dates.—News Ed.

and nitrogen; total mass density; neutral temperature,- and
exospheric temperature. For diagnostic purposes the source
code is equipped with 23 flags to turn on or off particular
variations.
The model is available on tape or floppy disk, and on the
SPAN network. The package includes a library file of subroutines and functions, a test driver, and the test-driver output
for several examples.
To get a copy, contact Dieter Bilitza by telephone at (301)
286-9536, or via SPAN at NSSDCA::BILITZA.

NSF Visiting Professorships for Women
"NSF Visiting Professorships for Women/' a program announcement from the National Science Foundation (NSF),
can be obtained by writing to NSF, Washington, DC 20550.

Videotape Library Update
The Hydrologic Engineering Center (HEC) videotape library
at Modern Talking Picture Services in Saint Petersburg, Florida, has been updated with new tapes from recent courses.
The videotape catalog has been revised to add the new lectures
and to reflect the availability of only half-inch VHS tapes for
all of the lectures in the catalog. To obtain the current catalog,
contact the HEC at 609 Second Street, Davis, CA 95616-4687.

Atmosfera to Appear in 1988
A new quarterly journal devoted to the publication of original
research papers on the atmospheric sciences, in English or
Spanish, is scheduled to appear beginning in 1988.
The journal will have a broad scope, including a variety of
topics, ranging from theoretical and applied studies to interdisciplinary studies.
The editorial staff consists of Julian Adem, editor; Carlos
Gay, associate editor; and Thelma del Cid, technical editor.
The initial editorial board is as follows: N. Balachandran,
United States; A. Berger, Belgium; B. R. Doos, Sweden; I.
Galindo, Mexico; A. Henderson-Sellers, United Kingdom; E.
Jauregui, Mexico; W. H. Klein, United States; J. London, United
States; G. I. Marchuk, USSR; A. S. Monin, USSR; P. A. Mosino,
Mexico; J. Namias, United States; B. Saltzman, United States;
B. G. Tucker, Australia; and C. C. Wallen, Switzerland.
For the four issues of Volume 1 (1988), the institutional rate
is $70.00 and the private rate is $50.00. Prices include postage
and handling.
To submit a manuscript for publication, send it to: Editor
of Atmosfera, Centro de Ciencias de la Atmosera, UNAM.
Circuito Exterior, C. U. 04510, Mexico D. F. MEXICO.
announcements (continued on page 1000)
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7. Publications Reviewed in the Bulletin
A list of atmospheric and related oceanographic and hydrologic
publications reviewed in the BULLETIN from January 1976
through April 1984 is presented together with the May 1984
4
'New Publications" list.
a n n o u n c e m e n t s {continued from page
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meetings of interest
22-25 March 1988. The "Seventh Symposium on the Transfer
and Utilization of Particulate Control Technology/7 jointly
sponsored by the Environmental Protection Agency and the
Electric Power Research Institute, will be held from 22 to 25
March 1988 in Nashville, Tennessee. The symposium is
intended to provide an opportunity for the exchange of information on particulate control technology with the goals of
stimulating new ideas and aiding the diffusion of the technology among designers, users, and educators.
Persons interested in presenting a paper should submit an
abstract with a maximum length of 150 words by 15 September
1987 to Geddes H. Ramsey, Air and Energy Research Laboratory (MD-61), Environmental Protection Agency, Research
Triangle Park, NC 27711.
31 July-11 August 1989. The Fifth Scientific Assembly of the
International Association of Meteorology and Atmospheric
Physics (IAMAP) will be held in Reading, England from 31
July to 11 August 1989. For more information, contact Ross
Reynolds, IAMAP Local Organising Committee, Department
of Meteorology, University of Reading, 2 Earley Gate, Whiteknights, P.O. Box 239, Reading, England RG6 2AU, telephone (0734)875123, telex 847813.

announcements (continued on page 1072)

The publications listed are grouped in subject categories.
Dates the publications were announced in the "New Publications" section (see 6 above), the issue in which the review
appears, and a listing of publishers' addresses are provided.
The list of publications reviewed is available for $5.00 from
the AMS.
•

NSF and NMC announce a joint
research program in short, medium,
and extended range NWP which
provides university scientists with
an opportunity to pursue basic
research that requires access to an
operational forecast model and/or is
of interest in operational
forecasting. Proposals are sought
for projects involving: numerical
methods for atmospheric modeling,
carputational techniques appropriate
for multi-processing vector
computers, parameterization of
subgrid scale physical processes,
four-dimensional data assimilation
schemes, initialization methods for
large-scale and regional models, and
use of satellite data for analysis
and model initialization. It is
expected that participants will
spend several months at NMC. Awards
will be made on the basis of both
scientific merit and relevance to
operational weather forecasting.
NSF expects to make three to six
awards per year. Interested
scientists should submit to NSF a
3-page prelimiriary proposal
outlining project goals and proposed
methodology no later than November
1, 1987. Formal proposals will be
due by December 15, 1987. For
further information, contact Ms.
Pamela Stephens, NSF, (202)
357-9887.
Advertisement

Subscription Rates for American Institute of
Physics Journals
AMS members can subscribe at member rates to American
Institute of Physics (AIP) journals because the AMS is an
Affiliated Society of the AIR This offer is limited to one
subscription per member to each journal. Following is a list
of Institute-owned journals, showing the member rates for
1988, which are available to individuals who are members of

Applied Physics Letters
Computers in Physics*
Journal of Applied Physics
The Journal of Chemical Physics
Journal of Mathematical Physics
Journal of Physical and Chemical
Reference Data**
The Physics of Fluids
Physics Today
Review of Scientific Instruments
Current Physics Index
General Physics Advance Abstracts

the AMS and, for reference, the nonmember rates.
If you wish to take advantage of this offer, send subscription
orders with remittances directly to the American Institute of
Physics, 335 East 45 Street, New York, NY 10017, and include
a statement indicating that you are a member of the American
Meteorological Society, an Affiliated Society of the AIP.

Domestic Rates
Member
Nonmember

Foreign Rates
Incl. Canada & Mexico
Member
Nonmember

$ 45.00
20.00
90.00
110.00
55.00
60.00

$ 425.00
250.00
725.00
1165.00
760.00
265.00

$ 80.00
30.00
130.00
160.00
70.00
70.00

$ 460.00
260.00
765.00
1215.00
775.00
275.00

50.00
25.00
33.00
72.00
14.00

665.00
85.00
395.00
390.00
165.00

70.00
35.00
53.00
92.00
24.00

685.00
95.00
415.00
410.00
175.00

* Computers in Physics, an interdisciplinary magazine/journal, will begin publication in January 1988.
** Nonmember subscriptions are handled by the American Chemical Society in Columbus, Ohio.
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on key topics and general discussion led by a panel of
invited speakers. The following topics have been proposed: 1) Large-scale circulations over the Indian
Ocean; 2) Summer monsoon system; 3) Winter monsoon system; 4) Monsoon variability; 5) Tropical cyclones; 6) Large-scale air-sea interactions; 7) Monsoon

modeling and prediction; 8) Medium- and long-range
forecasting for agricultural applications.
For further information, contact Dr. D. R. Sikka,
Director, Indian Inst, of Tropical Meteorology, Ramdurg House, University Road, Pune - 411 005, India.
(7/87)

announcements (continued from page
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Fellowships,

Three 1988 AGU Journals at Special Rates
AMS members can subscribe to three American Geophysical Union
(AGU) journals at reduced rates. This offer is limited to one subscription per member for personal use only. The subscription rates for AMS
members and postage are as follows: Global Biogeochemical Cycles
(quarterly), $40.00 plus postage ($4.00 surface, $28.00 air service to
distribution center, or $60.00 airmail printed matter); Journal of Geophysical Research-Oceans Section (monthly), $49.00 plus postage
($15.00 surface, $32.00 air service to distribution center, or $97.00
airmail printed matter); Journal of Geophysical Research-Atmospheres
Section (monthly), $43.00 plus postage ($12.00 surface, $30.00 air
service to distribution center, or $83.00 Air mail printed matter). List
prices for non-AMS members are $95.00 plus postage for Global Biogeochemical Cycles and $665.00 plus postage ($27.00 surface, $62.00
air service to distribution center, or $180.00 airmail printed matter)
for the combined monthly issues of the Journal of Geophysical Research (Oceans and Atmospheres Sections). All requests for subscriptions and the appropriate remittance should be sent to AGU-Orders,
2000 Florida Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20009. You should identify
yourself as a member of AMS in good standing and that the journals
are for personal use only.

grants,

15 June 1988

etc.

Macelwane Annual Award
(this issue, p. 974)
Hanks and Orville Scholarships
(this issue, p. 974)

15 June 1988
Other

15 September 1987

10 October 1987

15 October 1987
14 December 1987
31 December 1987
1 February 1988

Papers for Seventh Symposium on the Transfer
and Utilization of Particulate Control
Technology
(this issue, p. 1000)
Applications for National Program for
Scholarly Exchanges with the PRC
(this issue, p. 772)
Nominations for AAAS/Westinghouse award
(this issue, p. 996)
Symposium honoring Prof. Edward N. Lorenz
(this issue, p. 888)
Abstracts for First Annual Workshop in Earth
System Science
(April 1987 Bulletin, p. 357)
Manuscripts for CIB Conference
(March 1987 Bulletin, p. 246)
•

Probing the
Atmospheric Boundary Layer
Donald H. Lenschow, Editor
Published in May 1986
This volume provides a comprehensive introduction to instruments and techniques for
probing the atmospheric boundary layer. The twelve chapters, all by experts in their fields,
come from a short course sponsored by the American Meteorological Society. All have been
extensively reviewed and modified where necessary for inclusion in this collection. The book
covers both direct and remote-sensing technology, including instrumentation for tower measurements, aircraft measuring techniques, fine-scale turbulence measurements, radars, lidars,
sodars, particle measurements, visibility measurement techniques, aerosol assessments, and
gaseous tracer technology.
Intended for students and practicing atmospheric researchers alike, the book represents
the first comprehensive collection of its kind. It includes numerous charts, graphs, and other
visual aids. It should prove to be an indispensable tool for all those interested in the field of
boundary-layer measurements.
Members
$30.00
Nonmembers 40.00
please add $3.00 postage and handling
ISBN 0-933876-63-7

Send order and remittance to:
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY
45 Beacon St.
Boston, MA 02108
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